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Parameters of HSC SSP Survey
• Wedding-cake-type
survey
– Wide (1400 deg2, i~26)
– Deep (28 deg2, i~27)
– Ultradeep (3 deg2,
i=27.7)
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HSC Survey Fields

• HSC Survey Fields selected based on
– Overlap with SDSS regions, and other interesting datasets
(ACT CMB, NIR, spectroscopic surveys, …)
– Low dust extinction
– Spread in RA

Exquisite image quality
Miyazaki+17
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Fig. 3. Unweighted histogram of the i-band PSF FWHM values for galaxies
in the shear catalog across each field and overall. The vertical dotted line
indicates the average PSF FWHM value of ∼ 0.58′′ .
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WL cosmological constraint forecasts:
dark energy to z=1

DR1 was in Feb 2017
• Includes a wide range of image and
catalog-level products, sky map, ...
• ~100 deg2 of wide-layer data in all 5 bands
to full depth
• Some deep-layer data released as well
• Some more data products in incremental
releases since then, with more to come
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Initial impression of these very
deep images

it’s turtles galaxies all the way down
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Initial impression of these very
deep images
Bosch et al 2017: “In the Wide layer of the SSP, 58% of all
objects are members of blends; this increases to 66% and
74% in the Deep and UltraDeep layers, respectively.”

it’s turtles galaxies all the way down
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28

The ideal scenario

M. Jarvis, E. Sheldon, J. Zuntz, T. Kacprzak, S. Bridle, et al.

measurements, a process that was worth testing in detail. And we
did expect some model bias for NGMIX. Furthermore, the PSF was
treated differently by the two methods: for IM 3 SHAPE we used the
reconstructed PSF image directly, and for NGMIX we fit models to
the PSF.
A direct galaxy-by-galaxy test is not appropriate for a crosscatalogue comparison, since there is not a unique unbiased shear estimate for a single galaxy. Rather, we wished to test that both methods produced consistent shear statistics for an ensemble of galaxies
(cf. Velander et al. 2011). Two potential shear statistics that can
be used are a galaxy-galaxy lensing signal and the two-point shear
correlation function. We tested if the results were consistent when
using the same ensemble of galaxies with the same weighting.
Disagreement between the catalogues would be proof that at
least one catalogue is biased, but we would not be able to determine
which one, nor the magnitude of this bias. Agreement between the
two catalogues is subjectively reassuring, but we wish to emphasize
that agreement does not prove that both catalogues are “correct” in
the sense that they can be used to generate unbiased shear estimates.

• For weak lensing, having
two shear estimation
methods with different
assumptions is
tremendously valuable
• Reveals limitations in
both methods, selection
biases, …

8.6.1 Tangential shear ratio
Galaxy-galaxy lensing provides one of the cleanest tests of the relative calibration of the two catalogues, because the azimuthal symmetry inherent in the tangential shear signal largely cancels most

Plot from Dark Energy Survey
(Jarvis+16)

Figure 26. The ratios of tangential shear measurements around LRG galaxies from shears measured by NGMIX to those measured by IM 3 SHAPE. The
red circles show the direct ratio and the triangles correspond to the ratio after subtraction of the tangential shear around random points. The weighted
mean ratio in the scale range 1 20 arcminutes is 0.954 ± 0.018. The
blue line shows a prediction of the ratio (0.94) based on the GREAT-DES
simulation, which accounts for a selection bias induced by the intersection
15the data
of the two shape catalogues. This result is in good agreement with

And now, in the real world
• The only algorithm that was ready to go in
time was re-Gaussianization (Hirata &
Seljak 2003, implementation in GalSim)
– Moments-based method applied to coadded data

• Bayesian Fourier Domain (BFD)
implementation by Bob Armstrong is next
• Joint model-fitting method, metacalibration
in the works for the future
16

Pros and cons of reGaussianization
Pros:
• Stable, well-tested
code with high
convergence rate

Cons:
• Has to be used on the
coadd
• Old technology with need
for external calibration*
• Impact of blends
unclear**

* = flaw shared by methods except for BFD, metacal
** = flaw shared by nearly all methods
17
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Approach:
• Simulate galaxies from HST within individual postage stamps,
with added shear
• Adjust noise and PSF models to match HSC data
• Apply galaxy
detection
/ deblending
/ constrain
characterization
methods
We present
results from a set
of simulations designed to
the weak lensing
shear calibration for the Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) survey. These simulations include
HSC observing conditions
and galaxy
imagesthe
from thereal
Hubble Space
Telescope (HST),
• Compare detected
sample
with
sample
in HSC to
with fully realistic galaxy morphologies and the impact of nearby galaxies included.
We find that the inclusion of nearby galaxies in the images is critical to reproducing
ascertain realism
the observed distributions of galaxy sizes and magnitudes, due to the non-negligible
fraction of unrecognized blends in ground-based data, even with the excellent typical
seeing of compared
the HSC survey (0.58 with
in the i-band).
these simulations,
we detect calibration
• Estimate shear,
trueUsingone
to estimate
and remove the impact of selection biases due to the correlation of weights and the
quantities used to define the sample (S/N and apparent size) with the lensing shear.
factors (to remove
biases)
We quantify and remove galaxy property-dependent multiplicative and additive shear
biases that are intrinsic to our shear estimation method, including a ∼ 10 per cent• Check importance
ofbiashow
are and
simulated,
level multiplicative
due to thegalaxies
impact of nearby galaxies
unrecognized blends.to confirm that
Finally, we check the sensitivity of our shear calibration estimates to other cuts made
simulateda
samples,
and findimpact
that the changeson
in shear
calibration are well within
this does notonthethehave
major
results
requirements for HSC weak lensing analysis. Overall, the simulations suggest that

2 October 2017
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the weak lensing multiplicative biases in the first-year HSC shear catalog are controlled
at the 1 per cent level.
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Imaging conditions

Mandelbaum et al.

Figure 4. Distribution of the noise variance, for each field and for simulations vs. data (S16A), after reweighting the simulations to
match the imaging conditions in the data. The top two rows are for each field individually, while the bottom left is for the average over
all fields; all panels show reasonable consistency between simulations and data. Finally, the bottom middle panel shows the average over
all fields, without reweighting to account for diﬀerences in imaging conditions.

20

Imaging conditions

Weak lensing simulations

11

Figure 5. Distribution of the PSF FWHM for each field in HSC and for simulations vs. data (S16A), after reweighting the simulations
to match the imaging conditions in the data. The top two rows are for each field individually, while the bottom left is for the average
over all fields; all panels show reasonable consistency between simulations and data. Finally, the bottom middle panel shows the average
over all fields, without reweighting to account for diﬀerences in imaging conditions. The weighted mean PSF FWHM values are given on
the plot and indicated with vertical lines.
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We want plots like this:
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Weak lensing simulations

5

Input galaxy samples

Table 1. Summary of diﬀerent parent galaxy samples from Section 3.3, including how the samples were selected; how the galaxy model
is represented in the simulations; whether nearby galaxies are included in the simulations or not; whether the 7% of the objects in the
sample that have possible image artifacts, poor masking, or bad parametric fits are eliminated; and whether or not the HSC pipeline
analysis included detection and deblending. See the relevant section listed in the table for more detail. The majority of our analysis uses
parent sample 4, with the other 3 only used to understand the sensitivity to various steps in the analysis.
Name

Section

Selection

Galaxy model

Includes nearby
structure?

Marginal
cuts?

HSC pipeline
analysis

1

3.3.1

HST selection & cuts & deblending

Image

No

Yes

No detection, deblending

2

3.3.2

HST selection & cuts & deblending

Parametric fit

No

Yes

No detection, deblending

3

3.3.3

HST selection & cuts

Image

Partially

No

Detection, deblending

4

3.3.4

HSC selection

Image

Yes

No

Detection, deblending

1 vs. 2: parametric fit vs.
realistic morphology
photometric redshift failures preferentially for close pairs
(though neighbors
this explanation is disfavored by the findings of
1 vs. 3: inclusion of nearby
Kobayashi et al. 2015), or over-deblending in the HST image vs.
processing.
The potential
exclusion
of close galaxy pairs
3 vs. 4: selection in HST
HSC,
area of
region
in the parent sample used for our simulations may be probwith neighbors lematic
included
for the purpose of this work, leading to an under-

the sample. The last of these is questionable in the context of simulating a ground-based survey, because it may
be possible to deblend two objects in space-based imaging
that would always be detected as just a single object from
the ground. Thus, in the simulations, the system appears
as two distinct objects, whereas in the HSC data it would
always appear as just one due to unrecognized blending. In
this case, if the two objects are at the same redshift, then
the right thing to do when making simulations to test shear
recovery is to simply include it as a single system. If they
are at diﬀerent redshifts, then their true shears diﬀer and
it is unclear how to interpret the inferred calibration biases
from simulations that assume they are at the same redshift.
This parent galaxy sample is publicly available5 and is
set up for easy use with GalSim. The GalSim COSMOSCatalog

representation of the population of blended galaxies. This
issue led us to redefine a parent sample defined based on
actual HSC detections in the COSMOS field (parent sample
4, described below).
3.3.2

Parametric fits

Parent sample 2 is essentially the same as sample
23 1, except that instead of using the HST images as the basis

A few scenarios
1 arcsec

Appears as distinct objects
in HST and ground-based data
(→all parent samples OK)

0.5 arcsec
Appears as distinct objects
in HST, distinguishable as blend
in ground-based data
(→parent samples 3 or 4 OK)
0.2 arcsec

Appears as distinct objects
in HST, undistinguishable as blend
in ground-based data
(→parent sample 4 OK; 3 is not as wrong
as you’d think, but for the wrong reasons)
24

Some clear cases

Note: in HST,
100 pixels
is 3 arcsec

25

Some ambiguous cases
Even if these are
distinct objects, would
they be detected as such
from the ground?

26

WRONG!
(fortunately rare)

27

8

What the sims look like

Mandelbaum et al.
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Selected galaxy properties

Mandelbaum et al.
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Galaxies appear to be too
small if detection and
deblending are carried out in
HST!
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Including nearby neighbors
is important: biases in size
estimates for recognized blends,
and getting the right abundance
of unrecognized blends.
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ulations at the 70th percentile in our test statistic, we have
also directly ascertained that the shear calibration biases for
the two subpopulations within that simulation sets diﬀer by
approximately the amount expected based on this bias in
the R2 values.
This dramatic eﬀect due to diﬀerent parent sample populations is related to an eﬀect that has been reported elsewhere in the literature. Hoekstra et al. (2015) carried out
tests of shear estimation using the moments-based KSB
method, and argued based on their figure 7 that in order to properly estimate the shear calibration for a sample with some limiting magnitude mlim , it is necessary to
include galaxies about 1.5 magnitudes fainter than mlim in
the simulations. Their explanation was that these galaxies
contribute a small amount of light that essentially looks
like correlated noise clumps on the outskirts of the galaxies brighter than mlim. It is worth considering that both
KSB and re-Gaussianization are moments-based methods
that use weighted moments to correct the observed shapes
for the blurring by the PSF. If the nearby objects systematically cause a positive bias in the observed size of the
galaxies, then the estimated shears will systematically be
too low by a similar factor for both methods9 . However,
there is an important diﬀerence between what was reported
in Hoekstra et al. (2015) and what is shown here. They report that the primary cause of the eﬀect they see is due
to unresolved backgrounds contributing correlated noise. In
HSC, we have set a quite conservative magnitude limit, and
the objects that are nearby and were masked in parent sample 1 would typically not be below the detection limit in
HSC (despite the fact that, on their own, they would be too
faint to pass our conservative weak lensing cuts). Thus we 30
conclude that in HSC, the eﬀect we are seeing is primarily
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Or, put another way
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Figure 18. Additional calibration bias due to the presence of
nearby objects in the galaxy postage stamps, as a function of the
limiting magnitude of the sample selected for shear estimation.

light profile by nearby objects, resulting in a larger bias in R2
and the shear. Similarly, objects with larger size may have

CONCLUSION

The over-arching go
with a realistic galax
ditions, to constrain
that are diﬃcult to id
rections for our best
timate systematic un
to build our systema
lensing analyses with
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in Mandelb

Why?
Schematically, moments-based methods do
something like
e = (observed e) / (resolution factor)

where resolution factor is…
0 for objects that look like the PSF (point sources)
1 for objects that are extremely large compared to the PSF

By comparing the same objects seen in parent
samples 1 and 3, we found that nearby objects
bias resolution factor high by ~10%.
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Relationship to other work
Updated CCCP weak lensing masses

7

The impact of
light from
nearby objects,
including some
below detec?on
threshold!

Note: analysis used KSB,
Hoekstra
2015 distribution
also
Figure 7. Multiplicative
bias foret
anal
ellipticity
with a moments-based method
ϵ0 = 0.25 where only galaxies with magnitudes brighter than mlim
are included in the simulation. The black points show the bias for
20 < mr < 25. For comparison, the hatched region indicates the
68% confidence interval for the average bias for galaxies using the
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Questions and future work
• Relationship to biases due to blending found in modelfitting methods?
• First-principles understanding rather than empirical
calibration?
– Then simulations become a cross-check
• Removing the “objects have the same shear”
assumption?
– with parent samples 3 and 4, we don’t have individual
object light profiles
– do we need to forward-model based on individual
objects?
• When are sims “close enough” to real data that
conclusions carry over?
37

